HAMPTON
Crackle Wall Tile
Due to the nature of our tile, a certain amount of variation in color, shading, surface and texture are to be expected.

The magic in the finely crafted Classic Crackle / Hampton Collection tiles begins with the crackle-glazed surface, which appears aged to perfection. The crackle effect gives each tile a delicate character and an individual mystique. With the Classic Crackle / Hampton Collection’s versatility, you can tell a story in wide range of decors, from traditional to transitional to minimalist.
### FIELD TILES

**FLAT**

- ADHWH824 2"x4" Mesh Mounted 12"x12"
- ADHWH924 2"x4" Mesh Mounted 12"x12"
- ADHWH882 2"x8"
- ADHWH848 4"x8"
- ADHWH866 6"x6"
- ADHWH836 3"x6"
- ADHWH936 3"x6" (Only comes with Double Glazed Edge)
- ADHWH101 3"x6" Waves
- ADHWH107 3"x6" Byzantine
- ADHWH207 1"x6" Bar Liner
- ADHWH220 0.7"x6" Stripe Liner
- ADHWH203 1"x6" Quarter Round
- ADHWH202 1"x6" Rope
- ADHWH113 3"x6" Classic
- ADHWH114 3"x6" Sea

### BEVELED

- ADHWHK01 3"x4.75" Beveled (Only comes with Double Glazed Edge)
- ADHWHK02 3"x4.75" Beveled SGE 3"
- ADHWHK03 3"x4.75" Beveled SGE 6"
- ADHWHK04 3"x4.75" Beveled DGE
- ADHWHK05 3"x4.75" Beveled SBN 6"
- ADHWHK06 3"x4.75" Beveled SBN 3"
- ADHWHK07 3"x4.75" Beveled DBN Left
- ADHWHK08 3"x4.75" Beveled DBN Right
- ADHWHK09 3"x4.75" Beveled DBN

### TRIMS

**FINISHING EDGES**

- FE 0.4"x6"
- FE 0.4"x8"
- FE Corner

**GLAZED EDGES**

- SBN 3/8"x6"x6"x6"
- SBN 3/8"x4"x4"x4"
- DBN 3/8"x6"x6"x6"
- DBN 3/8"x4"x4"x4"

### TRIMS

**FINISHING EDGES**

- FE 0.4"x6"
- FE 0.4"x8"
- FE Corner

**GLAZED EDGES**

- SBN 3/8"x6"x6"x6"
- SBN 3/8"x4"x4"x4"
- DBN 3/8"x6"x6"x6"
- DBN 3/8"x4"x4"x4"

### DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

- ADHWH809 6"x6" Base Board (Glazed Top Edge)
- ADHWH219 1.4"x6" Chair Molding
- ADHWH209 2"x6" Greek Molding
- ADHWH217 3"x6" Crown Molding
- ADHWH301 2"x8" Chair Molding
- ADHWH201 2"x6" Rail Molding
- ADHWH214 Frame Corners
- ADHWH229 End Caps
- ADHWH210 End Caps

### FINISHING TOUCHES

- ADHWH228
- ADHWH305
- ADHWH227
- ADHWH303
- ADHWH202
- ADHWH216
- ADHWH203
- ADHWH216

### BULLNOSES

- ADHWH805 3"x6" SBN 6"
- ADHWH806 3"x6" SBN 3"
- ADHWH807 3"x6" DBN Right
- ADHWH808 3"x6" DBN Left
- ADHWH803 6"x6" SBN
- ADHWH804 6"x6" DBN
- ADHWH801 4"x6" SBN 6"
- ADHWH802 4"x6" SBN 3"
- ADHWH809 6"x6" SBN
- ADHWH810 4"x8" SBN 4"
- ADHWH811 4"x8" SBN 8"
- ADHWH812 4"x4" DBN
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FIELD TILES

FLAT

BEVELED

ADHSB882 2”x8”
ADHSB848 2”x8”
ADHSB836 2”x6”
ADHSB936 3”x6”
ADHSB933 3”x3”

TRIMS

FINISHING EDGES

ADHSB931 3”x6” Flat
ADHSB930 3”x6” Flat
ADHSB929 3”x6” Flat

GLAZED EDGES

ADHSB905 3”x6” Beveled SGE 6”
ADHSB906 3”x6” Beveled SGE 3”
ADHSB933 3”x3” Beveled DGE

BULLNOSES

ADHSB805 3”x6” SBN 6”
ADHSB806 3”x6” SBN 3”
ADHSB807 3”x6” DBN Right
ADHSB808 3”x6” DBN Left
ADHSB810 4”x8” SBN 4”
ADHSB811 4”x8” SBN 8”
ADHSB822 2”x2” DBN
ADHSB826 2”x6” SBN 6”
ADHSB828 2”x8” SBN 8”

DECORATIVE ACCESSORIES

ADHSB101 3”x6” Waves
ADHSB807 3”x6” Byzantine
ADHSB820 0.7”x6” Stripe
ADHSB826 3”x6” Quarter Round
ADHSB220 Brick

FINISHING TOUCHES

END CAPS

ADHSB500 FE Corner
ADHSB506 FE 0.4”x6”
ADHSB508 FE 0.4”x8”

FRAME CORNERS

ADHSB219 1.4”x6” Chair Molding
ADHSB217 3”x6” Crown Molding
ADHSB301 2”x8” Chair Molding
ADHSB220 0.7”x6” Chair Bar Molding
ADHSB228 1”x6” Bar Liner
ADHSB229 0.7”x6” Half Bullnose

END CAPS
We recommend all our tiles to be installed using the preceding guidelines as set forth in the TCNA (Tile Council of North America) Handbook and the ANSI (American National Standards Institute) specifications.

PRIOR TO INSTALLATION

The surface where the product is going to be installed must be clean and level. We strongly recommend dry lapping prior to installation. Blending of the ceramic tile's glassy look is key to ensuring a seamless overall look to your room. This will resolve any color or size issues prior to installation and will serve as a review of tile placement.

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

SETTING MATERIALS

Adhesive – install with any high-quality ceramic tile adhesive suitable to the intended application. All installation can be done as well. All setting material and installation methods should be performed using the preceding guidelines set by the Tile Council of America and the ANSI.

GROUT

Unamed grout is typically used for great joints 1/8" or smaller. Sanded grout is recommended for great joints larger than 1/8", as long as the excess material is removed with a damp sponge. Using too thick trowel or great floats might scratch the tile.

The color of the grout should be as close as possible to the color of your tile.

NOTE: We strongly encourage the use of FILAMP90 and FILAMP90 – Natural Look Penetrating Sealer.

METHOD

Follow standard ceramic tile installation procedures provided by the TCNA (Tile Council of North America) Handbook and the ANSI (American National Standards Institute) specifications. Install decorative borders or liners can be taped off during the thorough cleaning of the surface and grout residue, the tile will need to be sealed using the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #1) observing the following guidelines:

Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: When using Controlling Color Glazes, it is imperative that the tiles are thoroughly sealed to avoid the discoloration from the grout pigment. Please follow the mixing instructions given by the manufacturer:

Once the grouting is completed and allowed to dry, the surface of the tile must be cleaned using FILAMC - Neutral Cleaner (Available in Price List #2) observing the following guidelines: Dilute to 1:30. Clean the surface with a cloth and scrubbing brush. Remove any moisture and rinse thoroughly.

After the thorough cleaning of the surface and grout residue, the tile will need to be sealed using the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #3) observing the following guidelines:

Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: Failure Sealing of the product should be done if you see any discoloration/darkening in the body of the tile. This will vary by end usage, care and maintenance products and tools used.

If you have any other questions, please check with the manufacturer for the proper instructions and products to use for sealing decor glass ceramic tile.

MAINTENANCE

MOISTURE, CRACKLE, OR GLASS MOSAICS

Sealing is mandatory for Crackle Glass. We recommend to seal our tiles with a penetrating sealer before and after grouting.

1. The sealer penetrates the fine, hairline fissures in the glass and prevents dirt and dust from sticking the crackle over a period of time.

2. Sealing the cracked glass makes it easier to maintain and clean.

3. Proper application of the sealer (wipe off any excess from glazed surface) will not harm or change the appearance of the tile.

4. We do not recommend the use of contracting gluts with this type of glass.

We recommend the following products and procedures:

Once the tiles is mounted on the wall and before grouting, the tile surface must be clean and free of dirt and dust. Use the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #1) which is a solvent based sealer. Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: When using Controlling Color Glazes, it is imperative that the tiles are thoroughly sealed to avoid the discoloration from the grout pigment. Please follow the mixing instructions given by the manufacturer:

Once the grouting is completed and allowed to dry, the surface of the tile must be cleaned using FILAMC - Neutral Cleaner (Available in Price List #2) observing the following guidelines: Dilute to 1:30. Clean the surface with a cloth and scrubbing brush. Remove any moisture and rinse thoroughly.

After the thorough cleaning of the surface and grout residue, the tile will need to be sealed using the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #3) observing the following guidelines:

Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: Failure Sealing of the product should be done if you see any discoloration/darkening in the body of the tile. This will vary by end usage, care and maintenance products and tools used.

If you have any other questions, please check with the manufacturer for the proper instructions and products to use for sealing decor glass ceramic tile.

GLASS MOSAICS

Our Vintage Ice Colors are modern glass mosaics. Modern glass characteristic's include some white in shade, size and irregular edges. These characteristics are inherent in standard production and aesthetics of the product.

The subtle size and shape variations impact the final appearance of the tile.

To achieve great results, tile should be selected from multiple cartons and laying arrangement planned prior to installation.

Water, grease, oil, etc. create slippery conditions. Floor applications with exposure to these conditions require extra caution when selecting product selection.

Sealing is mandatory for Crackle Glazes.

Great joint recommendations: 1/16" on average.

NOTE: Future Sealing of the product should be done if you see any discoloration/darkening in the body of the tile. This will vary by end usage, care and maintenance products and tools used.

If you have any other questions, please check with the manufacturer for the proper instructions and products to use for sealing decor glass ceramic tile.

Sealing recommended: Optional

Recommended cleaning: Routines with non-abrasive cleaners.

Sealer: Reapply to grout joints and crackle glazes and prevents dirt and dust from sticking the crackle over a period of time.

The color of the grout should be as close as possible to the color of your tile.

NOTE: We strongly encourage the use of FILAMP90 and FILAMP90 – Natural Look Penetrating Sealer.

METHOD

Follow standard ceramic tile installation procedures provided by the TCNA (Tile Council of North America) Handbook and the ANSI (American National Standards Institute) specifications. Install decorative borders or liners can be taped off during the thorough cleaning of the surface and grout residue, the tile will need to be sealed using the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #1) observing the following guidelines:

Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: When using Controlling Color Glazes, it is imperative that the tiles are thoroughly sealed to avoid the discoloration from the grout pigment. Please follow the mixing instructions given by the manufacturer:

Once the grouting is completed and allowed to dry, the surface of the tile must be cleaned using FILAMC - Neutral Cleaner (Available in Price List #2) observing the following guidelines: Dilute to 1:30. Clean the surface with a cloth and scrubbing brush. Remove any moisture and rinse thoroughly.

After the thorough cleaning of the surface and grout residue, the tile will need to be sealed using the FILAMP90 - Natural Look Penetrating Sealer (Available in our Price List #3) observing the following guidelines:

Apply an even coat of FILAMP90 with a paintbrush or lambswool applicator pad. Wait 24 Hours to allow the product to cure. Apply grout with a sponge evenly doing great joints over joints. Do not use a grout float.

NOTE: Failure Sealing of the product should be done if you see any discoloration/darkening in the body of the tile. This will vary by end usage, care and maintenance products and tools used.

If you have any other questions, please check with the manufacturer for the proper instructions and products to use for sealing decor glass ceramic tile.
CONTACT US

Corporate Headquarters
South East Distribution Center
9450 N.W.12th St.
Miami, FL. 33172
Office: 305-513-4633
Fax: 305-513-4634
customerservice@adexusa.com

West Coast Distribution Center
2344 E. Walnut Ave.
Fullerton, CA. 92831
Office: 714-773-0197
Fax: 714-773-9352
customerservicewest@adexusa.com

North East Distribution Center
1000 Wall St. W.
Lyndhurst, NJ. 07071
Office: 305-513-4633
Fax: 305-513-4634
customerservice@adexusa.com